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Evergreen Brick Works

SELF-GUIDED TOUR
A. YOUNG WELCOME CENTRE
Designed to minimize energy and resource use, the
building’s outer shell has high levels of insulation,
shading devices and high-performance windows,
purposely placed to enhance comfort and energy
performance. The building has received LEED Platinum
Accreditation, the premier global mark of achievement in
green building.
B. RAINWATER HARVESTING CISTERNS
Rainwater coming off rooftops is stored in twelve 20,000litre cisterns for reuse in gardening and toilets. This,
combined with water-conserving toilets, faucets and
waterless urinals, reduces our city water usage by about
60%.
C. GREENWAYS
Vegetated greenways, carved through the site, help to
move runoff to the stormwater management pond. Plants
in these areas can absorb and use this water, which
keeps the paved parts of the site from flooding.
D. ICE RINK HEAT RECOVERY
Our ECO CHILL® refrigeration system reuses energy
from ice-making. The heat that the system removes from
the ice surface will keep Café Belong and the Evergreen
Garden Market warm in the winter.
E. GEOTHERMAL FIELD
Underneath the ground on the east side of Building 16,
40 bore holes extend about 180 metres (600 ft) below
the ground at many angles and in many different
directions. Since the temperature of the earth below the
surface is more constant than the air, we can run a glycol
solution down into the boreholes and use that glycol to
heat or cool the building itself. This green conditioning
system will offset the carbon produced during the
renovation, making it a carbon-neutral building.

F. PERVIOUS PARKING SURFACE
Pervious concrete lets water infiltrate to maintain a
natural water cycle, recharging groundwater and
reducing stormwater runoff. Feel the difference between
the rough surface in this lot and in the smooth surface in
the central lot!
G. GREEN DESIGN EXHIBIT
Curated by Evergreen’s sustainability manager Robert
Plitt, the Green Design exhibit tells the story of
Evergreen Brick Works – from initial design plans to key
lessons learned along the way. Discover the LEED
Platinum features of the only new building on site and
learn all about the benefits and challenges of adaptive
reuse.
H. LIGHTING
Exterior fixtures are equipped with cut-offs and reflectors
so that no light is directed upward or across the property
line. This helps to keep the sky naturally dark for birds,
bats, insects and other living things. LED parking lot
lights reduce energy use by 85 percent. We are
transitioning to LED bulbs indoors, as well!
I. GREEN ENERGY
This site chooses energy from renewable sources: green
electricity and green natural gas from Bullfrog Power.
Bullfrog injects renewable electricity and green natural
gas onto the grid to match the amount of conventional
energy Evergreen Brick Works uses. Bullfrog’s electricity
comes exclusively from wind and small hydro facilities,
and its green natural gas is produced from organic waste
at a landfill gas project in Quebec.

Evergreen Brick Works is a place where the world can experience sustainable practices that enable
flourishing cities of the future.

evergreen.ca

| 550 Bayview Avenue | Bus. Bike. Walk. Lyft. | Free shuttle bus from outside Broadview Station
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